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Genetic polymorphism in an evolving population
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Department of Physics and Center for Theoretical Physics, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea

~Received 23 October 1997!

We present a model for evolving population that maintains genetic polymorphism. By introducing random
mutation in the model population at a constant rate, we observe that the population does not become extinct but
survives, keeping diversity in the gene pool under abrupt environmental changes. The model provides reason-
able estimates for the proportions of polymorphic and heterozygous loci and for the mutation rate, as observed
in nature.@S1063-651X~98!03704-0#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 02.70.Lq
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INTRODUCTION

In the biological evolution process, it is known that th
population remains polymorphic, consisting of two or mo
genotypes: Genetic variation thus persists@1,2#. Balanced
polymorphism means that the population consists of two
more genotypes with the rate of the most frequent allele
than 95%. The proportion of polymorphic loci, measured
electrophoresis at allozyme loci in animal and plants, ta
the values in the range between 0.145 and 0.587@3,4#. Pro-
vided that one allele replicates faster than others, it increa
in frequency at the expense of the others. It may comple
replace other alleles and make the population monomorp
consisting of one genotype only. Often, however, the all
does not completely replace others but remains at a st
intermediate frequency, leaving the population polymorph
although in nature the superficial similarity conceals the
versity of genotypes occurring among individuals within sp
cies. This is of importance in light of the fact that the sup
riority of an allele holds only in certain environments,
certain gene frequencies, or in conjunction with certain ot
alleles. In biology, how to maintain polymorphism is d
scribed in a phenomenological manner by introducing s
assumptions as the balance of selection and recurrent m
tion, selection balanced by gene flow, heterozygous adv
tage selection, frequency-dependent selection, and var
selection in time or space@1#.

Recently, a number of models for evolving populatio
including geographic speciation and conditions for adap
tion of population, have been developed through the met
of statistical mechanics@5,6#. In particular, Mróz et al. have
introduced an interesting population model in which in
viduals are represented by their genotypes and phenot
while the environment characterizes the ideal phenotype@6#.
In this model a random population must have the initial a
aptation greater than a certain critical value in order to gr
in an environment that does not change with time. In t
paper we attempt to describe genetic polymorphism, es
cially under the environmental change, by means of a po
lation model that exhibits genetic polymorphism within
self. It is shown that the population that displays genetica
polymorphic behavior is indeed advantageous for surviva
the changing environment.

We consider a population consisting ofM individuals,
each characterized by its sequence of genes with the siz
571063-651X/98/57~4!/4842~4!/$15.00
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the sequence given byN. Each gene is assumed to take tw
possible forms, i.e., there are two alleles denoted byA anda.
Following Ref. @6#, we consider diploidal organisms, i
which the genotype at locusa (51,2, . . . ,N) in the sequence
can beAA ~represented byGa51!, Aa5aA(Ga50), or
aa(Ga521). The genotype of thei th individual (i
51,2, . . . ,M ) is then given by the sequence$Gi

a%
[$Gi

1 ,Gi
2 , . . . ,Gi

N%. We assume that the phenotypeFi of
the i th individual simply follows its genotype with alleleA
dominant: IfGi

a51 or 0, thenFi
a51; if Gi

a521, thenFi
a

50. The environment is characterized by a certain phenot
F̂, which is also represented by a sequence ofN numbers,
each of which is either 0 or 1. We denote bym the relative
number of 1’s in the ideal phenotypeF̂. The survival prob-
ability pi for the i th individual is assumed to be determine
by the similarity of its phenotype to the ideal oneF̂:

pi5N21 (
a51

N

d~Fi
a ,F̂a!, ~1!

whered(Fi
a ,F̂a) is the Kronecker delta symbol. The avera

adaptation of the population to the environment is defined
be

Ā[M 21(
i 51

M

pi . ~2!

We begin withM5M0 individuals with randomly distrib-
uted genotypes and generalize the adaptation model in
@6# as follows. The population is not allowed to grow inde
nitely; the maximum size of the population is set to beL. We
first choose randomly a pair of individualsi and j and cal-
culate survival probabilities of these two individuals fro
Eq. ~1!. They may die at this stage with probabilities 12pi
and 12pj , respectively, decreasing the value ofM . In the
case that both survive, we calculate the probability for
population size

Pp[12M /L, ~3!

according to which the individuali and its mating partnerj
become parents. Thus the probabilityPp provides the limit
of the population size, which is in contrast to the existi
adaptation model@6#. The parents produceg offspring and
4842 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 4843BRIEF REPORTS
then die. The genotypes of the offsprings are determi
from those of parents, following the standard genetic rule

Before considering the effects of environmental chan
and mutations based on this model, we first examine
general behavior of the model. With the initial populatio
that has randomly distributed genotypes, we examine the
lation in the stationary state betweenm, the density of 1’s in
F̂, andC[M /L, the concentration of the surviving popula
tion. As the sizeN of the sequence increases, the concen
tion C as a function ofm is found to approach a steplik
structure, which is similar to the one found in the existi
adaptation model@6#.

It is further observed thatmc , which denotes the the valu
of m corresponding to the concentration of the survivi
populationC50.5, depends not only on the sizeN but also
on the number of offspring: For givenN, mc gets smaller
~larger! as the numberg of offsprings is increased~de-
creased!. For example, in the caseN515, we havemc51
for g<2 andmc50 for g>6. As the size of the sequenc
grows, the minimum number of offspring required to ke
the population from extinction, i.e., to havemc,1, tends to
increase. Namely, for a given number of offspring, the po
lation eventually becomes extinct asN is increased; this is
found to be independent of the initial concentration of t
population. This phenomenon is similar to the error thresh
in the quasispecies model@7#. For givenN andC, the mini-
mum number of offsprings is also found to decrease as
maximum sizeL of the population grows. This implies tha
the population with a larger value ofL can survive better
than that with a smaller value, which reflects that largeM0
leads to less dispersion in the distribution of the aver
adaptation.

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

It is in general expected that the biological environme
does not remain unchanged for a long time, making it de
able to introduce a change of the environment. For this p
pose, we choose randomlyn loci among the totalN loci of F̂
at every 106 generations and change their values. Namely
the selected ideal phenotype is 1, it is changed to 0, and
versa. Figure 1~a! shows that the total population becom
extinct after the environment changes three times, while
average adaptation vanishes as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Such be-
havior is closely linked to genetic polymorphism. To exa
ine this, we define the proportion of polymorphic loci as

Ppoly[
1

N (
a51

N

xa , ~4!

where

xa[H 1 if ~1/M !U(
i 51

M

Gi
aU<0.9

0 otherwise .

Similarly, the proportion of heterozygous loci, which ha
genotypeAa, is defined by
d
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Phetero[
1

M (
i 51

M

(
a51

N

@12~Gi
a!2#. ~5!

The proportion of polymorphic loci in natural population
known to take the values between 0.145 and 0.587, w
that of heterozygous loci lies in the range between 0.037
0.170@3,4#. Figure 1~c! exhibits thatPpoly does not keep its
value but decreases when the environmental change t
place. This implies that the population adapted to the en
ronment initially becomes more monomorphic as the en
ronment changes. Figure 1~d! also shows that the proportio
of heterozygous loci goes below the value in natural popu
tion as the environment changes.

This monomorphic tendency can be understood in te
of the Hardy-Weinberg theorem@1#, which is applicable in
the absence of correlation between the loci in a single g
sequence. In this case, each locus in the sequence ma
considered independent. It is further assumed that the po
lation is effectively infinite in size and that all individuals i
the population mate at random. Suppose that the gene
quency of alleleA is p and that of allelea is q([12p).
Since mating is random within the population, the freque
cies of the genotypesAA, Aa, andaa will be p2, 2pq, and
q2, respectively; this leads to the frequency ofA among
these progeny given byp85p212pq/25p, which is the
same as the allele frequency in the previous generation.
the other hand, when one takes into account the differ
fitnesses relative to the environment, the allele frequenc
general changes with the generation. Recall that genoty
AA andAa have the phenotypeF51, with the fitness given
by m, the proportion of 1’s in the ideal phenotype, where
the fitness of genotypeaa is given by 12m. This leads,
after one generation, to the gene frequency for allelea:

q85
mpq1~12m!q2

mp212mpq1~12m!q2 , ~6!

FIG. 1. Behavior of~a! the concentration of surviving popula
tion, ~b! the average adaptation,~c! the proportion of polymorphic
loci, and ~d! the proportion of heterozygous loci, as functions
time t in units of the generation, under the environmental change
each change,n54 loci have been changed among the totalN515
loci. The initial valuesM051000 andC050.2 have been chosen
The system is shown to become monomorphic, leading to comp
extinction. Lines are guides to the eye.
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and the change in the allele frequency per generation is g
by

Dq[q82q52
~22m21!pq2

12~22m21!q2 , ~7!

which is less than zero form.1/2. The stationary state con
dition Dq50 then yields the stationary frequencyq50; this
implies that allelea is replaced byA, which is more adaptive
to the environment.

To prevent such monomorphic behavior, the system ne
mutation. Suppose that alleleA mutates toa and vice versa,
both with the mutation rateu. The change in the allele fre
quency ofa, due to mutation, per generation is then given

Dqmut5u~12q!2uq5u~122q!, ~8!

which leads to the total change in the allele frequency oa
per generation

Dqtot[Dq1Dqmut52
~22m21!pq2

12~22m21!q2 1u~122q!.

~9!

Note thatDqtot can be either positive or negative and th
Dqtot50 in equilibrium gives

~22m21!@~112u!qeq
3 2~11u!qeq

2 #22uqeq1u50,
~10!

the solutionqeq of which is displayed in Fig. 2 as a functio
of u, for various values ofm. It shows that the equilibrium
valueqeq increases from zero, regardless ofm, as the muta-
tion rate u grows. In this way, polymorphism is easil
achieved in the Hardy-Weinberg theorem if the effect of m
tation is explicitly taken into account.

ROLES OF MUTATION

We therefore consider mutation also in our model, wh
keeps the population from going monomorphic and he

FIG. 2. Equilibrium frequencyqeq of the recessive allele as
function of the mutation rateu per generation, for various values o
m. Regardless ofm, the equilibrium frequencyqeq increases with
u, preventing monomorphic behavior.
en
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prevents total extinction of the population. Mutation
known to occur at random in the sense that the change
specific mutation is not affected by how useful that mutat
would be in the given environment@8#. We thus add the
mutation mechanism to the generation of population as
lows: Every mg generations, we select one individual ra
domly, choose one allele in a randomly selected locus in
individual, and alter the allele. Namely, if the selected alle
is A, it is replaced bya and vice versa. The mutation rate p
generation per individual per locus is given by (mgMN)21.

We have first examined the relation betweenm andC in
the presence of mutation (mgÞ0) and found that the random
mutation process does not alter qualitatively the behavio
our model. We have further investigated the effects of m
tation on such quantities as the concentration of the pop
tion, the average adaptation, the proportion of polymorp
loci, and the proportion of heterozygous loci. We have th
measured them at time 107, after ten environmental change
each of which consists of changingn54 loci among the total
N515 loci of the ideal phenotype. Figure 3 displays t
behavior of those quantities with the mutation intervalmg .
Below the mutation intervalmg53 ~not seen in the scale o
Fig. 3!, the population cannot survive the environmen
change. Thus too frequent mutations also prevent the po
lation from adapting to the environment. As the mutati
interval is increased, both the concentration of the popula
and the average adaptation become larger, approaching
idly the value unity, similarly to the case of the adaptati
model without mutation. However, there exists a critic
value of the mutation interval, beyond which the adaptat
drops to zero and the population becomes extinct complet
In Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! the proportions of polymorphic loc
and heterozygous loci are shown to have the values aro
0.4 and 0.1, respectively, in the appropriate range of the
tation interval. These values ofPpoly and Phetero, in the
range of the mutation interval for survival, are consiste
with the genetic variations observed in natural population

FIG. 3. Effects of mutation in the same system as in Fig. 1:~a!
the concentration of surviving population,~b! the average adapta
tion, ~c! the proportion of polymorphic loci, and~d! the proportion
of heterozygous loci as functions of the mutation intervalmg in
units of the generation, measured at time~generation! t5107 after
ten environmental changes. In the appropriate range of the muta
rate, the population survives the environmental change. Lines
guides to the eye.
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We have also considered the dependence on the valu
n, the number of ideal phenotype loci changed when en
ronment changes. Figure 4 showsDmg , the range of the
mutation interval for survival of population, as a function
n. As the value ofn grows,Dmg is shown to decrease ex
ponentially. Whenn is larger than 6, which corresponds
an environmental change greater than 40%, the popula

FIG. 4. Range of the mutation interval for survival of populati
Dmg as a function ofn. While the solid line is a guide to the eye
the dashed line represents the least-squares fit with the s
21.8160.18. It is shown thatDmg tends to shrink exponentially
with n and vanishes atn56.
,

.
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cannot adapt to the changing environment and becomes
tinct in spite of mutation. It is known from the study o
individual proteins that mutation at individual loci in gener
arises at the rate of 1026– 1025 per generation@9#. The
proper mutation rate (mgMN)21, measured in our model fo
n55, lies in the range between 831028 and 431026,
which is consistent with the data in natural population.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a model for evolv
population. It has been revealed that mutation in the pop
tion provides a variety in the gene pool and leads to gen
polymorphism. Such polymorphism, which appears co
monly in natural population, plays a key role for survival
the population in the changing environment. It is thus co
cluded that through mutation, the population can adapt to
changing environment, maintaining genetic polymorphis
The predicted proportions of polymorphic and heterozygo
loci as well as the mutation rate are consistent with the d
observed in nature. The genetic polymorphism has been
cussed also from the viewpoint of the Hardy-Weinberg th
rem.
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